
Learning geni interations without expert domain knowledge:Comparison of di�erent ILP algorithmsLubo�s Popel��nsk�y popel�fi.muni.zJan Bla�t�ak xblatak�fi.muni.zKnowledge Disovery Lab, Faulty of Informatis, Masaryk University in Brno, Czeh RepubliAbstratA novel two-step method is proposed inwhih rules for proessing simple examples(sentenes that ontain a single pair of termsfrom the ditionary) are learned separately.We also desribe an extension of domainknowledge when no domain expert is avail-able, We show that this two-step method per-forms better on the test set than other learn-ing algorithms.1. IntrodutionIn the information extration task, domain knowledgegiven by an expert plays a signi�ant role. Espeiallyin mining geni interations from text, a performaneof the learning algorithm is going to inrease whenknowing e.g. impossible ombinations of an agent anda target. In this paper we fous on the situation whenno expert domain knowledge is available. We extendedthe domain knowledge of the LLL hallenge task onlywith prediates for natural language proessing { part-of-speeh tags, hyperonyma, and the prediate for �nd-ing position of a verb between two terms from the do-main ditionary. Additionally, we learn syntati rela-tions as �rst-order frequent patterns and use them asnew prediates.We propose two-step learning method in whih twotheories { one for simple examples, another for all ex-amples { are learned separately. We ompare resultsobtained with the domain knowledge without the pat-terns and with the patterns with performane of lassassoiation rules (Liu et al., 1998). For omparison,we also bring results of learning from the data afterpropositionalization.Appearing in Proeedings of the 4 th Learning Language inLogi Workshop (LLL05), Bonn, Germany, 2005. Copy-right 2005 by the author(s)/owner(s).

2. Domain knowledgeEah sentene has been �rst morphologially taggedwith Brill tagger (Brill, 1992). WordNet (WN) hasbeen employed for �nding semanti information, atu-ally hyperonyma of the words. A prediate ffverb hasbeen added that returns, for a pair of terms from theditionary, a verb that appears between them. We alsoremoved the lemma prediate beause it almost neverappeared in the learned rules, and the word prediate.It resulted in speed up of learning without any dereaseof auray.3. Learning algorithms3.1. AlephWe employed Aleph1 and for eah example learnedits generalization (indue max ommand). We useddefault settings exept lauselength=5 (an upperbound on the lause length), minpos=2 (a lower boundon the number of positive examples overed by thelause), evalfn=entropy (Clause utility is p log p +(1-p) log (1-p) where p = P/(P + N) and P, N arethe number of positive and negative examples overed)and nodes=100000 (an upper bound on the nodes tobe explored when searhing for an aeptable lause).We learned two kinds of rules, ones that for a givensentene return a pair of agent-target { alled herepositive rules { and also disambiguation rules that fromall possible pairs in the given sentene aim at removingsuh pairs that are inorret.3.2. RAPRAP (Blatak et al., 2003; Blatak et al., 2004) wasused for �nding new prediates as frequent Datalogqueries. RAP generates frequent patterns by heuristior random searh what results in a faster aquisitionof long patterns than the breadth �rst searh.1http://web.omlab.ox.a.uk/oul/researh/areas/mahlearn/Aleph/



Learning geni interations without expert domain knowledgeIn this work, RAP learned frequent syntati pat-terns. Only information ontained in the relationprediate was exploited, together with ffverb andfollows(Word1,Word2)2. The minimal support was10% and patterns up to the length of 15 literals weregenerated with best-�rst searh (entropy based heuris-tis that prefer emerging patterns3). A andidate pat-tern longer than 4 literals that was �-subsumed bysome of the frequent patterns found was removed.Similarly as in the ase of Aleph, both positive andnegative rules were learned.3.3. PropositionalizationAll the frequent patterns generated with RAP { to-gether 536 patterns { were transformed into booleanfeatures. For proessing this data we used J4.8 deisontree learner, Naive Bayes lassi�er and instane-basedlearner IB1 from Weka (Witten, Frank, 1999).4. Finding geni interationsThe method ombines positive and disambiguationrules by the following way. Given four parameters,POSRULES, MINPOS, DISRULES and MINNEG, apair of two terms, A1 and A2, from the ditionary isa valid geni interation pair (Agent,Target), if1. at least POSRULES rules have �red, or2. a singe rule has �red that overed at least MIN-POS positive examples from the learning set, and3. there is no (A2,A1) after appliation of all thepositive rules.If there are still unresolved pairs of terms, apply dis-ambiguation rules. For all possible pairs of terms inthe sentene remove a pair (A1,A2) if1. at least DISRULES rules have �red, or2. a singe rule has �red that overed at least MIN-NEG negative examples from the learning set.To summarize, positive rules are applied to test ex-amples �rst. Consequently, disambiguation rules areemployed to remove the remaining ambiguities.2follows(S,X,Y) sueeds if the word X appeared laterin the sentene S than the word Y.3A pattern is emerging if the overage on positive andon the negative examples di�er signi�antly.

5. Summary of resultsThe best result was reeived for two-step method (seeTable 1, AL1). Preision (PRE) as well as reall(REC) and F-measure (F-M) was always higher than40%. Table 1. Overview of resultsPRE REC F-MAL2 Aleph, 2-step method 46.5 50.0 48.2AFP Aleph + freq.patterns 37.6 64.8 47.6AL1 Aleph,no freq.patterns 42.5 42.5 42.5CAR lass assoiation rules 37.2 29.6 32.9PRO propositionalization 28.0 29.6 28.8In the ase of AL2, only positive rules were learned.We �rst seleted the sentenes that ontained only oneouple of agent-target, and learned additional rulesfrom this learning set. Then these rules have beenadded to the rules learned from whole learning set.6. Disussion of results6.1. AlephInuene of di�erent setting of POSRULES (DIS-RULES) { the lower limit for the number of posi-tive(disambiguation) rules that over the example, andMINPOS (MINNEG) { the lower limit for overage ofa positive (disambiguation) rule { for two-step learningis in Table 2. Table 3 displays results for single-steplearning. It need to be stressed that for all four learn-ing methods { AL2, AFP, AL1 and CAR { the appli-ation of disambiguation rules resulted in inrease ofF-measure. The last line of Table 2 also displays theresult submitted to the hallenge.Table 2. Two-step learning: top 5 resultsMINPOS POSRUL MINNEG DISRUL F-M5 3 3 2 48.26 3 3 2 46.75 3 2 2 45.75 3 0 0 45.64 2 0 0 45.16.2. Frequent patternsWe also added to the domain knowledge the fre-quent patterns learned with RAP. Performane of ruleslearned with Aleph on the test set did not overomethe best result reahed (AL2), however, it was higher



Learning geni interations without expert domain knowledgeTable 3. Single-step learning: top 5 resultsMINPOS POSRUL MINNEG DISRUL F-M4 2 3 2 42.53 2 - 3 41.83 2 3 2 41.53 2 2 1 40.03 2 0 0 38.0than Al1 if the disambiguation rules were also used.The appearane of the patterns in the rules learnedwith Aleph was about 10%. One of the interestingpatterns that overs 14 positive and 58 negative ex-amples is: If there are two words, A and B, and thereis a word W in omp relation with B, and B is right toa verb, then A is not an agent for B.6.3. WekaAll the frequent patterns learned with RAP have beentaken that had non-zero overage. These boolean fea-tures were used for learning with several propositionallearners. The results an be found in Table 4.Table 4. Results with propositionalized dataPRE REC F-MSVM 28.0 29.6 28.8Deision tree 35.4 20.3 25.8Naive Bayes 22.5 16.6 19.1IB1 16.4 22.2 18.86.4. Domain knowledgeWe also heked whether the new prediates { part-of-speeh tags (tag), hyperonyma (hyper), ffverb {really help to improve the result. When the part-of-speeh tags set by Brill tagger were removed, theF-measure derease in about 10. Similar situation ap-pears for ffverb. The withdrawal of hyper has smallere�et. To show how useful the new prediates are, wealso heked appearane of these prediates in all thelearned theories. tag and ffverb appeared in eahthird rule (32.4% and 34.3% respetively). hyper ap-peared in average in 15.6% of rules.6.5. Maximizing preisionFor the single-step learning with Aleph we also ex-plored the possibility of inreasing preision and pre-serving the number of the found pairs high. For theminimum number of orretly reognized agent-targetpairs (COR) higher than 15, the highest preision

reahed 62.9%. The use of disambiguation rules re-sulted in additional inrease of preision but with rapidderease of orretly reognized agent-target pairs.The best results (PRE � 60%) for positive rules arein Table 5. Table 5. Maximizing preisionMINPOS POSRUL COR PRE6 5 17 62.96 4 17 60.77 4 17 60.77 3 18 60.07. Conluding remarksWe showed that two-step learning method outper-formed other ILP approahes. However, neither prei-sion nor reall are high enough for automati extra-tion of geni interations from medial text. Addi-tional inrease of preision annot be reahed withoutemploying domain-oriented knowledge, e.g. Gene On-tology (http://www.geneontology.org/).AknowledgmentsWe thank to Peter Krut�y for his help in the initialphase of this work. Authors have been partially sup-ported by the internal grant of FI MU in Brno.ReferenesWordNet, a lexial database for the English language.http://www.ogsi.prineton.edu/~wn/J. Bla�t�ak, L. Popel��nsk�y, and M. Nepil. Feature on-strution with RAP. In ILP'03 Works in Progress,pages 1{10, 2003.J. Bla�t�ak, L. Popel��nsk�y Mining �rst-order maximalfrequent patterns. Neural Network World 5, 4, pp.381-390.Brill, E., A simple rule-based part of speeh tag-ger. Third Conferene on Applied Natural LanguageProessing, Trento 1992.Bing Liu, Wynne Hsu, and Yiming Ma. Integratinglassi�ation and assoiation rule mining. Knowl-edge Disovery and Data Mining, pages 80{86, 1998.Witten, I. H., Frank, E. Data Mining. Pratial Ma-hine Learning Tools and Tehniques with Java Im-plementations. Morgan Kaufman, 1999


